HOLD UP!
Do You Want To Do Absolutely Nothing,
And Just Start Earning Money ASAP?
Why Not Let Me Do All Of The Hard Work For You?
All you have to do is sit back and relax!
Everything will be done from the ground up.
I’ll do all of the hard labor..
I’ll fix all possible technical screw-ups..
I’ll ensure everything will run as smoothly as possible.
What you’ll get is a well-oiled money-printing machine right out of the box!
All you have to do is insert your personal details to start earning your commissions!
Starting a business online sounds like a daunting task, which is why I’ve created this
service for those who need help.
See, if you caught yourself saying..:





“I wish there’s a way to earn money without doing any work at all!”
“I wish making money online is easy.. I don’t get it”
“Is there anything simpler and quicker.. I don’t have much time at all!”
“I want to earn right now and I don’t care what it takes.. I just want to see
some paychecks already!”

..then this Done-For-You service is perfect for you.

Sales Funnel Profit Explosion: Done-For-You!
What you’ll get with SFPE DFY:


Completely custom-made funnel built from scratch. It’ll contain capture
pages, thank you pages and more. All will be connected seamlessly.




Beautifully designed pages, complete with conversion-focused copy for the
purpose of grabbing your prospect’s attention
PLUS: High-converting offers personally hand-picked by me and placed
at the right spots in your funnel for maximum profits. (You can choose to put
your own offers!)
BONUS!



1 hour of my personal time. We’ll go through the entire sales funnel together
so you understand how it works - most importantly, how it will generate you
money like clockwork!

Stop worrying about doing something you’re unfamiliar with.
The unknown can be quite scary, so I created this service with you in mind.
I’ll do all of the hard stuff for you so you don’t even have to think about anything.
What you’ll get is an exact duplicate of my personal money-printing machine - only
difference is that any sales generated will be yours!

But Wait!
Now Here’s The Cherry On Top Of This Sweet Offer..
Before I reveal the cherry, I need to tell you something..
This is the part where you have to do a little work..
After I’ve built your money machine, you need to send traffic to it. (Traffic are
basically prospects or potential customers.)
You’ll need to look for vendors who sells traffic, review their testimonials and
reviews, make sure the traffic’s good, prepare your tracking links (I’ll teach you in the
training), and a bunch of other things you have to do.
Headaches are normal at this stage.
However..
You don’t even have to do that.
Because I’m throwing in a traffic package together with this service!

When you have your system ready.. I’ll send hungry customers directly to your fresh,
new, highly-converting funnel!
I’m not joking when I say that I’m providing a complete done-for-you solution!
This is the closest thing you can get to that elusive
‘Magic Button Solution’!

Complete “Magic Button Solution” In a Box!
Alright, re-cap of what you’ll be getting with my DFY solution..
You’ll get a complete sales funnel, designed and optimized for maximum
conversions.
Everything is built from the ground up with all technicalities handled so you don’t
have to worry about anything.
You’ll also receive my traffic package of hungry buyers sent directly to your money
machine.
So..
What exactly do you have to do to start earning big bucks like this on a daily basis?

I’m going to do the hard work for you so you don’t have to do anything at all!
Although, you still need to do something.
You have to place an order today!

An Offer You Can’t Refuse
I’ve been around in the IM scene long enough to know my offer is absolutely insane.
Here’s the thing: Most marketers nowadays looking for this type of DFY service will
see prices starting from $5,000 and above.
The reason for such a high price is because of how much you can get back with it
within a few short months.

However..
I’m not slapping a $5,000 price tag for my DFY service.
As much as I know the worth of this service, I think that’s a little bit too much.
I’m willing to drop the price to a crazy, forehead-slappin low of only $1,497.
To be frank, it’s almost like you’re buying a Ferrari for the price of a beat-up Honda..
All the cash, luxury, freedom and peace of mind.. for peanuts.
So, if you’re ready to have me build your money machine for you, just click the link
below right now.
<buy button>
Warning: This Is Only For Serious Marketers
Due to the nature of this service, I cannot provide you a money-back guarantee.
The time it’ll take me to build your custom-made money machine will be wasted if
you decide to ask for a refund. That won’t be fair for me.
What I can guarantee is that you’ll get the exact same funnel I’m currently using
that’s making me daily commissions.
You’ll also get a 1-hour coaching call for free, guiding you how to use the system
yourself.
Take it as if you’re buying a completely optimized race car, and you’re getting 1-on-1
expert guidance on how to win the race!
Maybe even the rat-race?
Decide soon whether you’re serious to start achieving your dreams of financial
freedom today.
<buy button>
Hope to be working with you soon!
Cheers

Yours Sincerely,
Justin Grau
Digital Entrepreneur

